
STAR STUDENT FOR Construction 
Engineering 

 
u  Ben Brock is the star student for the 

Construction Program this month. 

 

u  Ben is being honored because he demonstrates 
the skills and attributes that employers value.  
He is dependable with his attendance and 
punctuality.  He is always focused on the task 
at-hand.  Ben puts great effort into each 
project he completes and takes pride in his 
work.  Ben works with initiative, and is always 
ready for the next task.  He possesses excellent 
communication skills and is courteous among 
his team members.  Ben shows the willingness 
and eagerness to learn, and apply what he has 
learned into his life. Ben would be a successful 
and welcomed member of the construction 
industry. 

  

u  Congratulations Ben! 



STAR STUDENT FOR Introduction To 
Teaching 

 

 

  Lexi Amos is the Star Student for the 
Introduction to Teaching program. 
 
 
Lexi is the star student for Introduction to 
Teaching because she demonstrates so 
much passion and enthusiasm for working 
with children. Lexi arrives to class on time 
each day and stays on task throughout the 
block. She asks questions when needed and 
takes initiative. She designs creative 
lessons for her K4 buddy. She always makes 
an effort to participate in class discussions 
and is always willing to help others. I have 
no doubt she will be an amazing teacher 
one day if that is what she decides to do. 



STAR STUDENT FOR COLLISION REPAIR 

 
 

Jacob Paysour is the Star Student for the Collision 
Repair and Refinish Program. Jacob is a junior at 
Northwestern High School. He will be a completer of 
this program at the end of this semester. 
Dependability, reliability and intelligence immediately 
come to mind when speaking of Jacob. His work ethic 
and attendance is absolutely amazing. He never 
complains about any assignment, he just does it. He 
will be completing this program with 60 nationally 
recognized certificates. Jacob is also a valued member 
of the ATC Rat Rod Build Team. 
After graduation, Jacob plans to attend Greenville 
Tech to pursue a career in the auto industry. Thank 
you Jacob for your hard work, dedication and work 
ethic. Congratulations on this achievement and keep 
up the good work. 



STAR STUDENT FOR COSMETOLOGY  

 
. 

Daijauna Russell is the Star Student for the Cosmetology 
program.  
 
Daijauna is being honored because she demonstrates the 
skills and attributes that employers value. 
 
Daijauna unfortunately got in a terrible car accident and 
broke her foot a couple weeks prior to her SC 
Cosmetology Exams. Her excellent prior attendance 
came in handy not requiring her to attend a post 
secondary school to finish her hours. She persevered and 
finished what she started by testing with her classmates. 
Daijauna’s positive attitude allowed her to adapt to this 
challenge. She took the 6 hour hands on test in a wheel 
chair! She also successfully PASSED both her written and 
practical exams on the first attempt. I’m so proud of her 
and her accomplishments. 



Health Science 3 Star Student 
Tinkler 

  

u  Daisy Lopez- Miranda is the Star Student for the 
Health Science 3 program.  

u  Daisy is being honored because she demonstrates the 
skills and attributes that employers value. 

u  Daisy is a very kind young lady not only to staff, but 
to her peers as well. Daisy goes above and beyond to 
help any of her classmates if they have a question or 
concern. Daisy always comes to class prepared and 
participates daily in class. Having a part time job 
Daisy has to have excellent time management skills to 
stay up on her school work and job, and maintain a 98 
average! Daisy is very eager to learn and is not afraid 
to ask questions. Daisy’s drive and dedication to 
succeed in the healthcare industry is very apparent in 
our class. I know she will make an excellent nurse one 
day, and I will be very proud to have her as a fellow 
colleague. Don’t loose your drive and dedication, and 
keep up the good work! I am very proud of you. 



MEDIA TECHNOLOGY STAR STUDENT 

 

Grace, a junior at Rock Hill High and is being 
recognized by the Media Technology program for 
her outstanding 
directing, scriptwriting and producing skills. 
 
Grace is a force of nature. Although small in 
stature, she has complete control of the 
productions she is working on. After writing a 
thrilling and scary script her team has been busy 
making her vision become a reality. She has used 
several actors in her production including ATC staff 
and our Resource Officer. With each actor, she 
encounters she can translate a clear idea of what 
the scene should look like. In addition, to her 
directing skills Grace is proficient in all our editing 
software in class and will make a production 
company thrilled that they hired her. 
 
I am so pleased to reward her with my Star of the 
month. 
Congratulations Grace! 



WELDING 

u  Dillon Henderson is the Star Student for 
the Welding 1 program.  

u  Dillon Henderson is being honored 
because he demonstrates the skills and 
attributes that employers value. 

u  Dillon is a sophomore at Northwestern 
High School. This is his first year in 
welding and he improves every day. He 
likes to fish and hunt as well as playing 
video games, He also likes animals and 
lives on a farm. He plans to get either a 
welding or electrician job after 
graduation. This is a great path for him to 
follow, and we wish him luck. 



Clinical Studies George 

u  Peyton Morrison is the star student for Clinical Studies for May. 
She is a South Pointe High senior with aspirations to become a 
nurse and eventually a nurse anesthetist. Peyton participates in 
youth group, Soccer, FCA and Beta Club. She manages and 
balances her commitments and studies. 

u  Healthcare workers are expected to be reliable, honest and 
caring. Peyton models these characteristics in her daily life and 
also in her clinical rotations. She showed up on time, she did 
not need reminders to follow through on her tasks, and she 
bonded with her residents. She showed compassion to her 
assigned residents during clinicals and she cooperated with her 
team mates/partners. She showed initative and dependability 
at c.n.a. clinical traing and at her individual shadowing 
experience. During her shadowing at MedServe Pulmonary 
Rehab it was stated, “Peyton has shown great enthusiasm and 
cooperation as well as very good preparation each day.” 

u  Congratulations Peyton. You will be a sought-after employee as 
you head towards your future career. 



Health Science 2 Smith 

Tym’ashia Bowden-Mayfield is 
the Star Student for the EMS 
program. 
Tym’ashia is being honored 
because she demonstrates the 
skills and attributes that 
employers value. 
 
 
Tym’ashia is an excellent student 
who works hard everyday, and is 
able to lead by example in the 
class and lab. Tym’ashia has a 
plan for her future and will be a 
great member of the health 
science field. 
 
Thanks Tym’ashia for being such 
a great young lady. 



Health Science  Neely 
u  Ja-Bria Dunham is the Star Student for the Health 

Science program. 

u  Ja-Bria is being honored because she demonstrates 
the skills and attributes that employers value. 

u  Ja-Bria has excellent social skills and interpersonal 
skills. She has great communication skills (verbal 
and nonverbal) and she interacts with others very 
well. Ja-Bria has great listening skills and respect 
for others. Based on Ja-Bria’s academic 
achievement, there is no doubt that she is 
motivated. A leader is someone that is assertive but 
nonaggressive, shows dedication, and has integrity, 
and creative. Ja-Bria has all characteristics of a 
great leader and a desire to achieve. Her inner core 
values are expressed by her behavior and her 
actions. I am impressed by Ja-Bria’s quantitative 
skills such as; solving complex problems using 
critical thinking, ability to comprehend, analyze, 
and apply concepts effectively. Ja-Bria has the 
capability of tackling complex concepts in an 
organized manner. She has the willingness and 
desire to go the extra mile. 



Digital Arts Ms. Soto 

Macy Petty is the Star Student for the 
Digital Art & Design program.  Macy is 
being honored because she demonstrates 
the skills and attributes that employers 
value. Macy is always on task; she is 
motivated and works hard on her projects 
with great time management skills. When 
she doesn’t understand something she 
asks a question and when someone else 
needs assistance she doesn’t hesitate to 
help out. She listens effectively, is very 
personable and easy to get along with. 
She has the ability to manage new 
technology with great creativity and 
perseverance; she is a an extremely 
talented design and is always willing to 
try new tasks. I am proud to nominate 
Macy Petty as Digital Art and Design Star 
Student 



Electricity 

u  Luke Ondus is the Star Student for the 
Electricity program. Luke is being honored 
because he demonstrates the skills and 
attributes that employers value. 

u  Luke is finishing up his 3rd year in Electricity. 
He has consistently shown the upmost 
professionalism and dedication to learning. 
He has used his opportunity at ATC to its 
fullest and is ready to continue his career in 
the work place, college, or both. I am also 
proud to announce that Luke has earned the 
distinction of being my Student of the Year. 



Culinary Arts  
u  Gage Warren is the Star Student for the Culinary 

Arts I Management program. Gage is being honored 
because he demonstrates the skills and attributes 
that employers value. 

u  Not only is Gage a well-behaved student but he 
takes pride in all his assignments ensuring that 
everything is done correctly and on time. He 
currently has the highest-grade average in the 
class. During lab days no matter what his group’s 
responsibilities are; he is always the last to leave 
the kitchen ensuring the kitchen is clean to 
standards. Gage is currently employed at Newk’s 
Eatery in Rock Hill he constantly shares stories 
with me and his classmates about what he learned 
in class and incorporates it while he’s at work and 
vise versa. He demonstrates all the ability to take 
initiative and enterprise for others to follow. When 
asked to do something Gage achieves superior 
results with minimum guidance. He is definitely 
someone I’d love to see in my Culinary Arts II 
program! 

u  #AWESOMEJOB! 



Power Engines 
u  Zach Thompson is the Star Student for the 

Small Engine Technology program. 

u  Zach is being honored because he 
demonstrates the skills and attributes that 
employers value. 

u  Zach is my star student for his work ethic 
everyday in the lab and classroom. Zach is 
currently rebuilding several mowers this 
semester and stays engaged every day. He 
does not take short cuts and completes 
assignments with pride. 

u  Zach works very hard and works well with 
others. He completes his assigned work in 
Small Engines on time and enjoys class. Zach 
demonstrates skills learned in class every day 
and plans to take third level next year.  

u  Great Job, Zach! 



Masonry u  James Goins is the Star Student for the Masonry 
program. 

u  James is being honored because he 
demonstrates the skills and attributes that 
employers value. 

u  James has demonstrated the ability to form 
working relationships; he listens effectively, 
manages conflicts, respects cultural differences 
and has a global focus on interpersonal skills. 

u  James is able to work with and lead his peers 
to implement and complete projects. 

u  James has the ability to understand and deal 
with difficult questions or tasks, to apply logic 
to review the information, identify problems, 
their causes and evaluate options for the best 
solution. 

u  James will act promptly, with a readiness to be 
energetic and inventive and contribute to 
innovative outcomes. 

u  Congratulations James Goins for being the 
Masonry Star Student! 



Logistics and Distribution  
u  Luther Jones is the Star Student for the Logistics & 

Distribution program. Luther is being honored 
because he demonstrates the skills and attributes 
that employers value. 

u  Luther has demonstrated the ability to form working 
relationships; he listens effectively, manages 
conflicts, respects cultural differences and has a 
global focus on interpersonal skills. 

u  Luther is able to work with and lead his peers to 
implement and complete projects. 

u   Luther has the ability to understand and deal with 
difficult questions or tasks, to apply logic to review 
the information, identify problems, their causes and 
evaluate options for the best solution. 

u  Luther will act promptly, with a readiness to be 
energetic and inventive and contribute to innovative 
outcomes. 

u  Congratulations Luther Jones for being the Logistics 
& Distribution Star Student! 



Digital Art and Design 1 
Kieu Mai is the Star Student for the Digital Art 
and Design 1 program for Mr. Valk. 
 
Kieu (Gil) is being honored because she 
demonstrates the skills and attributes that 
employers value. The skills that she 
demonstrates on a daily basis in the classroom 
will make her successful in the workforce after 
high school. She shows initiative in completing 
projects on a timely basis and with professional 
innovative results. She requires very little 
assistance in completing projects and 
assignments compared to other students. Kieu 
has the highest average by several points in the 
two classes of Digital Art and Design 1, which 
can be attributed to the skill of self-
management. She has the ability to set priorities 
in scheduling and completing assignments on a 
timely basis which demonstrates her work 
efforts and accomplishments. 
 
Congratulations on being named the Star 
Student. 


